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\[ \Rightarrow \text{ need more general notions of paths and cycles}\]
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\[ \cdots \rightarrow \cdots \leftarrow \cdots \]

This approach only extends finite theorems in very restricted cases:

**Theorem (Yu ’05)**

*Every locally finite 4-connected planar graph has a spanning double ray ... unless it is 3-divisible.*
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... two ends

one end

uncountably many ends
Every ray converges to its end
The End Compactification
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the wild circle of Diestel & Kühn
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Theorem (Thomassen ’78)

The square of a locally finite 2-connected 1-ended graph has a Hamilton circle.
Theorem (G ’06)

*The square of any locally finite 2-connected graph has a Hamilton circle*
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Fleischner’s Theorem: Infinite cycles in graphs
Hilbert’s space filling curve:

a sequence of injective curves with a non-injective limit
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Does every connected 1-ended Cayley graph have a Hamilton circle?

Problem
Prove that every connected Cayley graph of a finitely generated group $\Gamma$ has a Hamilton circle unless $\Gamma$ is the amalgamated product of more than $k$ groups over a subgroup of order $k$. 